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Abstract
We study the cluster mass function and its evolution in dierent models with Dark
Energy arising from a self{interacting scalar eld, with Ratra{Peebles and SUGRA
potentials. Computations are based on a Press & Schechter approximation. The
mass functions we obtain are compared with results holding for open models or
models with Dark Energy due to a cosmological constant. Evolution results, in the
Dark Energy cases, closely approach open models.
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1 Introduction
One of the main puzzles in modern cosmology is the nature of Dark Energy
(DE). Current observations (see, e.g., Percival et al. 2002) favor a flat Universe
with a matter density parameter Ωm ’ 0.3, mostly due to CDM and with a
minor contribution of baryons (Ωbh
2 ’ 0.02; h is the Hubble constant in units
of 100 km/s/Mpc). The residual energy content of the world, in the present
epoch, should not be observable in the number{of{particle representation.
One of the most appealing possibilities is that such dark component arises
from a self{interacting scalar eld. With in the wide set of interaction potential
suggested, a particular relevance is kept by Ratra{Peebles (1988) and SUGRA
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expressions:
V (φ) = 4+α/φα , V (φ) = (4+α/φα) exp(κφ2/2) . (1)
Here  is an energy scale, currently set in the range 102{1010 GeV, relevant for
fundamental interaction physics; potentials depend also on the exponent α;
xing  and α, the DE density parameter ΩDE is automatically xed; in this
work we preferred to use as free parameters  and ΩDE ; in SUGRA potentials,
κ = 8piG (G: gravitational constant).
In this work we try to determine some eects on galaxy clusters and their
evolution, caused by replacing a simple cosmological constant with DE, inter-
acting according to the potentials (1).
The technique used to study non{linear evolution is the Press & Schechter (PS,
Press & Schechter 1974) approach. It is based on the spherical collapse model,
that Gunn & Gott (1972), Gott & Rees (1975), Peebles (1980) debated within
the frame of pure CDM models, and Lahav et al (1991), Eke et al (1996),
Brian & Norman (1998) and others generalized to the case of CDM. In
spite of its approximation, such model, inserted in PS formulation, has been
found to approach simulation results (see, e.g., Lacey & Cole 1993, 1994).
Recent improvements of the method (Sheth & Tormen 1999, 2002, Sheth,
Mo & Tormen, 2001), allowing a better approximation, involve many more
parameters and seem not necessary when aiming just top compare dierent
cosmological models.
2 From linear theory to non linear predictions
In order to apply the PS technique we rst need to determine the amplitude δc,
in linear theory, of a fluctuation that would achieve full collapse within a given
redshift. In a standard CDM model, such value is constant and holds  1.68
(see, e.g., Coles & Lucchin 1995). In RP or SUGRA models, δc depends upon
the cosmological parameters and the redshift z. In Fig.s 1 and 2 we report
such dependence. In order to obtain such dependence we had to evaluate the
density contrast c achieved by a fluctuation when it is fully virialized. In
Fig. 3 we report, as an example, how c depends on z for some DE models.
The value of δc is to be used in the expression
f(ν)ν d log ν =
M
ρm
nc(M)M d logM ; (2)
(here ρm is matter density, the bias factor ν = δc/σM , σM being the rms density
fluctuation on the length scale corresponding to the mass M), yielding the
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Fig. 1. The dependence of δc on the matter density parameter Ωm is shown, for 3
RP and 3 SUGRA models. The values of /GeV are 102, 106, 1010, starting from
the highest curve at Ωm = 0.1.
Fig. 2. The dependence of δc on the redshift z is shown for Ωm = 0.3. The values of
/GeV are 102, 106, 1010, starting from the highest curve al z = 0.
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dierential mass function nc(M) once the distribution on bias is given. Here,
as usual, we assume a Gaussian f(ν). Eq. (2) shall then be integrated to obtain
nc(> M)
In Fig. 4 we show the mass functions nc(> M) for CDM and a RP model
with  = 106GeV. For the sake of comparison we show also the mass function
for a λCDM model with n = 1.1 in the primordial mass spectrum. This gure
is meant to show that the changes of the cumulative mass function at z = 0 are
modest. SUGRA models are even closer to CDM. Appreciating the dierence
between CDM and other DE models requires a precision comparable to the
one needed to appreciate dierences of 0.05 in the primeval spectral index.
Taking into account the approximated nature of the PS approach, it seems
dicult to determine the nature of DE using cumulative mass functions at
z = 0. Using n{body simulations is unlikely to ease the problem.
In Fig. 5, nally, we give the evolution of the number N of clusters, with mass
M > 6.9  1014h−1M, as a function of redshift, normalized to an identical
number density of clusters ( 0.13 in a box of 100 h−1Mpc a side), for all
models, in the present epoch. In Fig. 6 we give the ratio between the number of
clusters expected in various models and the number expected in an open CDM
model with the same value of Ωm. The mass here is selected so to correspond
to a cluster with Abell radius in a standard CDM model. A similar plot, for a
slightly smaller mass, was given by Bahcall, Fan & Cen (1997), for standard
CDM, CDM and OCDM only.
3 Discussion
The above mass functions and evolution are calculated using a transfer func-
tion obtained from a generalization of the public program CMBFAST to cos-
mologies with DE given by the potentials (1). Initial conditions were set ac-
cording to the tracker solution in radiation dominated era (Steinhardt, Wang
& Zlatev 1999; Zlatev, Wang, & Steinhardt 1999, Brax, Martin & Riazuelo
2000). To calculate δc and c (Figs. 3{6) we made use of simplied programs,
neglecting fluctuations apart of those in CDM and baryons. Previous work
on the value of δc was made by Steinhardt, Wang & Zlatev (1999), although
explicit output were not given. More recently Lokas (2002) considered the be-
havior of c and the mass function in models with DE with an equation of
state p = −w ρ, and constant w, devoid of any dynamical basis.
The main result of our work is that the cluster evolution in models with RP
potentials closely approach the evolution in open CDM models. Only for 
values as low as  102, the expected behavior may be appreciably dierent
from them. On the contrary, the evolution of SUGRA models is intermediate
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Fig. 3. The density contrast c of a virialized sphere is shown for 2 RP and 2
SUGRA models. For the sake of comparison, the value of c in standard CDM is
also reported. The values of /GeV are 102 and 106, starting from the lower curve
al z = 0
Fig. 4. The mass functions for two CDM models (with primordial spectral index
n = 1 and 1.10) and a RP model (with  = 106GeV) are shown. This gure
shows that passing to a DE model is approximately equivalent to shifting n by 0.05.
Accordingly, determining the nature of DE, through cumulative mass functions, is
hard.
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Fig. 5. The number density of clusters is shown for standard CDM (lowest curve),
OCDM (long{short dashed upper curve), CDM (solid intermediate curve), 2 RP
(long dashed curves) and 2 SUGRA (dotted curves) models. The values of /GeV
are 102, 106 for RP and 106, 1010 for SUGRA, starting from the lower curves.
Fig. 6. The number densities of the previous plot normalized to the values in OCDM
are shown.
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between open and  models.
Cluster data available within a few years were thought to be able to discrimi-
nate between open CDM and CDM, on the basis of the redshift dependence
of cluster abundance. If other data conrm that we live in a spatially flat
world, nding an evolution closer to open CDM than to CDM will provide
a precise information on the nature of DE.
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